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Abstract.  In this paper, we propose to design an easy to use physics applica-
tion programming interface (PHI) with support for pluggable physics library. 
The goal is to create physically realistic 3D graphics environments and inte-
grate real-time physics simulation into games seamlessly with advanced fea-
tures, such as interactive character simulation and vehicle dynamics. The actual 
implementation of the simulation was designed to be independent, interchange-
able and separated from the user interface of the API. We demonstrate the util-
ity of the middleware by simulating versatile vehicle dynamics and generating 
quality reactive human motions. 

1   Introduction 

Each year games become more realistic visually. Current generation graphics cards 
can produce amazing high-quality visual effects. But visual realism is only half the 
battle. Physical realism is another half [1]. The impressive capabilities of the latest 
generation of video game hardware have raised our expectations of not only how 
digital characters look, but also they behavior [2]. 

As the speed of the video game hardware increases and the algorithms get refined, 
physics is expected to play a more prominent role in video games. The long-awaited 
Half-life 2 impressed the players deeply for the amazing Havok physics engine[3]. 
The incredible physics engine of the game makes the whole game world believable 
and natural. Items thrown across a room will hit other objects, which will then react 
in a very convincing way. Even dead bodies that are close to the radius of explosion 
will be tossed around like rag-doll. 

However, there are a number of open issues that still to be addressed especially re-
garding the integration of physics algorithms with the rest of the graphics system in a 
game engine. Game developers have to spend lots of time to integrate them into their 
games. Most physics engines in today’s game are pretty weak, especially for articu-
lated character animation. The characters are only dealt with limp and dead rag-doll 
in physics simulation. Rag-doll simulation appears lifeless because it lacks a control 
system to generate human behavior[4]. In this paper, we propose an independent 
physics middleware to incorporate physics into games. We also introduce a new 
method for simulating reactive motions for data-driven animation. The goal is to 
generate realistic behaviors under unexpected external forces. A set of techniques are 



introduced to select a motion capture sequence which follows an impact, and then 
synthesize a believable transition to this found clip for character interaction. 

2   Previous work 

In the past ten years, physics has received much attention to improve the realism of 
virtual environments. Looking through the dynamics literature, a large variety of 
dynamics formulation can be found, such as Newton-Euler, Gibbs-Appel and Gauss’ 
Least Constraint Principle. 

Some software libraries have been developed to perform rigid body simulation. 
Commercial dynamics libraries such as Havok [3] and PhysX  [5] have already been 
deployed into popular commercial games such as Half Life 2, Max Payne 2, and the 
future Unreal 3 engine technology. There are also several freely available libraries 
with comparably robust features. The Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) [6] is a free, 
industrial quality library for simulating articulated rigid body dynamics. Tokamak [7] 
is another library freely available, excelling in efficient joint constraints and stacking 
large number of objects. However, these physics libraries are not designed well to 
combine with existing applications. It is a challenging work to integrate the physics 
engines into games. 

The most closely related work is Open dynamics framework (ODF)[8]. ODF is an 
open source project that provides tools to make it easier to get dynamics content into 
games. These tools are provided as sample code, scripts, and plug-in components that 
can be integrated directly into an existing tools pipeline or into major digital content 
creation tools such as 3D Studio Max, Maya, or SoftImage. Unfortunately, ODF is 
against its primary goal to support various physics engines and becomes a demo ap-
plication on top of PhysX. Conversely, our goal is to provide an independent physics 
middleware to incorporate physics into games. 

3   System Framework 

The independent physics middleware was archived by dividing the API in three lay-
ers: wrapper, communication, and implementation. The main work was to define an 
appropriately abstract physical descriptor, then define and implement all sub-
descriptors for every concrete application programming interface. First we bound the 
wrapper layer with low level graphics API of Open GL and DirectX 3D to test the 
stability. Then we replaced low level graphics libraries with high level game engine 
(such as OGRE and Irricht) and improved the common interface. PHI was written in 
C++ and the supported low level physics libraries are at this time ODE and PhysX. 
PHI encapsulated almost every feature of these physics engines, and added higher 
level features such as per shape material setting, vehicle dynamics configuration and 
XML physics script data loading. The physics data allows developer to do quick 
prototyping, and an exporter that creates rigid bodies with appropriate bounding 
shapes directly from source artwork. 



4   Implementation  

PHI contains powerful customizable modules for the user to set up various applica-
tions. We implemented two set of examples to demonstrate the feasibility of the phys-
ics middleware: dynamics vehicle simulation and reactive human motions. 

4.1   Vehicle simulation 

PHI contains a powerful customizable vehicle module. Users can create cars, trucks 
or tanks from a set of vehicle specific scripts. Benefit from PHI, vehicle simulation 
combines physics with graphics well. It is easy to construct a well-looking jeep or 
armored car running on terrains with full dynamics by PHI (shown as Fig 1).  These 
vehicles are presented as articulated structure of a series of body parts connected by 
joints, and they driven by motor joints under dynamics. When a large force acts on 
the vehicles, the joints would break to respond destructive results. We use four 
groups of spring-damper to simulate the vehicle’s suspension and find they work well. 
Features currently included are the dynamic behaviour of the driving, suspension, 
steering and firing. The user can create parameterized vehicles which can be driven 
interactively in a Virtual Environment (VE).  

 

   
Fig. 1. Vehicle Simulation                              Fig. 2. Reactive human motion generation 

4.2 Reactive human motions generation 

It is very important to create live and vivid animal or biped character in today’s game. 
Simulation human motion with realistic responses to unexpected impacts in a control-
lable way is challenging work in motion synthesis.  

With PHI, we proposed a novel method for incorporating unexpected impacts into 
a motion capture animation through physical simulation. Fig 2 shows a range of re-
sponses when a character falls down for encountering unexpected obstacles. During 
the fall process, arms of the character are controlled to generate convincing human 
behaviors: arms are rapidly elevated backward and outward in an attempt to stabilize 
the forward displaced COM after collision, and then adjusted to track the predicted 



landing location of the body and generate protective behaviors to avoid injury. The 
attached video demonstrates our results using real-time screen capture where user 
interacts with the character. 

5   Conclusion and future work 

An easy to use middleware for integrating physics simulation into games has been 
successfully designed and tested. Both the demo and videos of implementation can be 
downloaded from the world-wide web at http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/vrmm/PHI. Us-
ing PHI to improve the physical realism of virtual world proved to be effective and 
robust. In the future work, we will make it possible for PHI with the support of more 
graphics engines and physics engines. In addition, Collada support will be imple-
mented to aid developers. 
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